Abstract. Feature selection is frequently used in data pre-processing for data mining. When the training data set is too large, sampling is commonly used to overcome the difficulty. This work investigates the applicability of active sampling in feature selection in a filter model setting. Our objective is to partition data by taking advantage of class information so as to achieve the same or better performance for feature selection with fewer but more relevant instances than random sampling. Two versions of active feature selection that employ class information are proposed and empirically evaluated. In comparison with random sampling, we conduct extensive experiments with benchmark data sets, and analyze reasons why class-based active feature selection works in the way it does. The results will help us deal with large data sets and provide ideas to scale up other feature selection algorithms.
Introduction
Feature selection is a frequently used technique in data pre-processing for data mining. It is the process of choosing a subset of original features by removing irrelevant and/or redundant ones. Feature selection has shown its significant impact in dealing with large dimensionality with many irrelevant features [1, 2] in data mining. By extracting as much information as possible from a given data set while keeping the smallest number of features, feature selection can remove irrelevant features, reduce potential hypothesis space, increase efficiency of the mining task, improve predictive accuracy, and enhance comprehensibility of mining results [3, 4] . Different feature selection methods broadly fall into the filter model [5] and the wrapper model [6] . The filter model relies on general characteristics of the training data to select some features without involving any learning algorithm. The wrapper model requires one predetermined learning algorithm and uses the performance of the learning algorithm to evaluate and determine which features should be selected. The wrapper model tends to give superior performance as it finds features better suited to the predetermined learning algorithm, but it also tends to be computationally more expensive [7] . When the training data becomes very large, the filter model is usually a good choice due to its computational efficiency and neutral bias toward any learning algorithm. Many feature selection algorithms [8, 9] are being developed to answer challenging research issues: from handling a huge number of instances, large dimensionality, to dealing with data without class labels.
This work is concerned about a huge number of instances with class labels. Traditional feature selection methods perform dimensionality reduction using whatever training data is given to them. When the number of instances becomes very large, sampling is a common approach to overcome the difficulty [10, 11] . However, random sampling is blind. It selects instances at random without considering the characteristics of the training data. In this work, we explore the possibility of active feature selection that can influence which instances are used for feature selection by exploiting some characteristics of the data. Our objective is to actively select instances with higher probabilities to be informative in determining feature relevance so as to improve the performance of feature selection without increasing the number of sampled instances. Active sampling used in active feature selection chooses instances in two steps: first, it partitions the data according to some homogeneity criterion; and second, it randomly selects instances from these partitions. Therefore, the problem of active feature selection boils down to how we can partition the data to actively choose useful instances for feature selection.
Feature Selection and Data Partitioning
In this work, we attempt to apply active sampling to feature selection which exploits data characteristics by sampling from subpopulations 1 . Each subpopulation is formed according to a homogeneity criterion. Since this work is dealing with a large number of instances in feature selection, when choosing a feature selection method to demonstrate the concept of active sampling, efficiency is a critical factor. We adopt a well received, efficient filter algorithm Relief [12, 13] which can select statistically relevant features in linear time in the number of features and the number of instances. We first describe Relief, and then examine two ways of partitioning data into subpopulations using class information.
Relief for Feature Selection
The key idea of Relief (shown in Fig. 1 ) is to estimate the quality of features according to how well their values distinguish between the instances of the same and different classes that are near each other. Relief chooses features with n largest weights as relevant ones. For this purpose, given a randomly selected instance X from a data set S with k features, Relief searches the data set for its two nearest neighbors: one from the same class, called nearest hit Time complexity of Relief for a data set with N instances is O(mkN ). Clearly, efficiency is one of the major advantages of the Relief family over other algorithms. With m being a constant, the time complexity becomes O(kN ). However, since m is the number of instances for approximating probabilities, a larger m implies more reliable approximations. When N is very large, it often requires that m N . The m instances are chosen randomly in Relief. Given a small constant m, we ask if by active sampling, we can improve approximations to close to those using N instances.
Data Partitioning Based on Class Information
Intuitively, since Relief searches for nearest hits and nearest misses, class information is important and can be used to form subpopulations for active sampling. We investigate two ways of using class information below, and indicate why this scheme of active feature selection should work in helping reduce data size without performance deterioration.
Stratified sampling. In a typical stratified sampling [10] , the population of N instances is first divided into L subpopulations of N 1 , N 2 , ..., N L instances, respectively. These subpopulations are non-overlapping, and together they comprise the whole population, i.e.,
If a simple random sampling is taken in each stratum, the whole procedure is called stratified random sampling. One of the reasons that stratification is a common technique is that stratification may produce a gain in precision in the estimates of characteristics of the whole population. It may be possible to divide a heterogeneous population into subpopulations, each of which is internally homogeneous. If each stratum is homogeneous, a precise estimate of any stratum statistics can be obtained from a small sample in that stratum. These estimates can then be combined into a precise estimate for the whole population.
In dealing with a data set with class information, a straightforward way to form strata is to divide the data according to their class labels. If there are j classes (c 1 , c 2 , ..., c j ), we can stratify the data into j strata of sizes N 1 , N 2 , ..., N j . That is, the number of strata is determined by the number of classes. Each stratum contains instances with the same class. There are only two strata if j = 2. Time complexity of stratifying the data into j classes is O(jN ).
Entropy-based partitioning. Having only j classes, if one wishes to create more than j strata, different approaches should be explored. The key to stratification is to form homogeneous subpopulations. In order to divide the data into more than j subpopulations, finer strata need to be formed. We can group instances that are similar to each other into subpopulations of pure classes. This can be achieved by (1) dividing the data using feature values, (2) then measuring each subpopulation's entropy, and (3) continuing the first two steps until each subpopulation is pure or it runs out of features to divide subpopulations. This idea of applying entropy to measure purity of a partition is frequently used in classification tasks [14] :
where p i is a fraction estimating the prior probability of class c i . One can now form subpopulations (or partitions) based on feature values 2 . After using q values of feature A i to divide the data into q partitions, the expected entropy is the sum of the weighted entropy values of the partitions:
where w o is the percentage of the data that fall into partition o. It can be shown that for a pure partition (or all data points in the partition belong to one class), its entropy value entropy o () is 0. Hence, achieving pure partitions amounts to minimizing entropy Ai . This partitioning process can continue until all partitions are pure or no further partitioning can be done. The formed partitions are in theory better than simple stratification described earlier because instances in the same partitions share the same feature values determined by partitioning. In other words, entropy-based partitioning uses feature values to partition data taking into account of class information. So, instances in a partition are close to each other besides having the same class value in an ideal case. It is also reasonable to anticipate that this entropy-based partitioning will result in more partitions than simple stratification for non-trivial data sets. Time complexity of entropy-based partitioning is O(kN log N ) which is more expensive than that of stratified sampling (O(jN )).
With the above two methods for data partitioning, we are now able to partition a given data set into different partitions and then randomly sample from these partitions for Relief in choosing m instances as in Fig. 1 . Since the number of instances in each stratum is different, to select a total of m instances, the number of instances sampled from a stratum (say, ith one) is proportional to the size (N i ) of the stratum, i.e., its percentage is p i % = N i /N . Given m, the number of instances (m i ) sampled from each stratum is determined by m * p i % for the ith stratum, and then random sampling is performed for each stratum to find m i instances. The reason why stratified sampling works should apply to both methods and we expect gains of applying active sampling for feature selection. We present the details below.
Class-Based Active Feature Selection
The two partitioning methods described in Section 2 constitute two versions of active sampling for Relief in Fig. 2: (1) ReliefC -strata are first formed based on class values, then m instances are randomly sampled from the strata, and the rest remains the same as in Relief; and (2) ReliefE -data is first partitioned using entropy minimization, then m instances are randomly sampled from the partitions, and the rest remains the same as in Relief. ReliefC in Line 3a of Fig. 2 uses p% instances randomly sampled from the strata of different classes, and ReliefE in Line 3b selects p% instances randomly sampled from the partitions determined by entropy minimization when splitting data along feature values, where p% ≈ m/N . Each partition has a distinct signature which is a combination of different feature values. The length of a signature is in the order of log N .
In the following, we will conduct an empirical study to verify our hypothesis that active sampling should allow us to achieve feature selection with fewer instances (i.e., smaller m). If ReliefC and ReliefE can achieve what they are designed for, we want to establish which one is more effective. As a reference for comparison, we use ReliefF [13, 15] which extends Relief in many ways: it searches for several nearest neighbors to be robust to noise, and handles multiple classes.
Empirical Study
We wish to compare ReliefC and ReliefE with ReliefF and evaluate their gains in selecting m instances. Since m is the number of instances used to approximating probabilities, a larger m implies more reliable approximations. In [13] , m is set to N to circumvent the issue of optimal m when many extensions of Relief are evaluated. In this work, however, we cannot assume that it is always possible to let m = N as this would make the time complexity of Relief become O(kN 2 ).
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end; 10. end; (2) is for feature ranking and is more stringent than the first aspect. It compares the two ordered lists produced by ReliefY and by ReliefF of m < N with reference to ReliefF of m = N . We discuss issues of performance measures below.
Measuring Goodness of Selected Features
A goodness measure of selected features should satisfy (1) its value improves as m increases; (2) its value reaches the best when m = N ; and (3) it is a function of the features of the data. Given an optimal ranked list S F,N , a target set T is defined as the optimal subset of features which contains the top n weighted features in S F,N . For a data set without knowledge of the number of relevant features, T is chosen as the top n features whose weights ≥ γ, where γ is a threshold equal to W Precision. Precision is computed as the number of features in T that are also in R n (the subset of top n features in R), normalized by dividing the number of features in T :
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Precision ranges from 0 to 1, where the value of 1 is achieved when subsets T and R n are equal. Distance Measure. Precision treats all features in T equally without considering the ordering of features. One way of considering the ordering of features in the two subsets is named Distance Measure (DM) which is the sum of distances of the same features in R and T . The distance of a feature between two sets is the difference of their positions in the ranking. Let S F,N be S F,N in reverse order. The maximum possible ranking distance between the two sets S F,N and S F,N that share the same features is:
Since the subset R n may not contain all the features in T , we use the full set R in the definition of DM. D max is used to normalize DM so that it ranges from 0 to 1, where the value of 0 is achieved if the two sets T and R n have identical ranking, otherwise, DM is larger than 0. Raw Distance. A straightforward performance measure is to directly calculate the sum of the differences of weights for the same features in the optimal ranking list S F,N and R. We name it Raw Distance (RD):
are associated with S F,N and R, respectively. RD considers all the k features in the two sets. Thus, this measure avoids choosing a threshold for γ. When it is used for comparing the results of ReliefF with those of ReliefE and ReliefC, it serves the purpose well, although it cannot be used for measuring the performance of subset selection as it uses all features.
Data and Experiments
The experiments are conducted using Weka's implementation of ReliefF [15] . ReliefC and ReliefE are also implemented in Weka. All together 12 data sets from the UC Irvine machine learning data repository [16] and the UCI KDD Archive [17] are used in experiments. All have numeric features with varied numbers of instances (from 569 to 14500), number of features (from 4 to 85), and number of classes (from 2 to 7). The data sets are summarized in Table 1 .
We use increasing percentages of data with three versions of Relief and have ReliefF with m = N as their reference point. Each experiment is conducted as follows: For each data set, 
Results and Discussions
Intuitively, if active sampling works and the data is divided sensibly, we should observe that the finer the data is divided, the more gain there should be in performance improvement. For each data set, we obtain three curves for the three versions of Relief for each performance measure. Fig. 3 demonstrates two illustrative sets of average results for Precision, Distance, and Raw Distance.
Recall that for Precision, 1 is the best possible value, while for Distance and Raw Distance, 0 is the best possible value. As shown in Fig. 3 , for the Segment Data, we notice that all three versions of Relief perform equally well in Precision, but differently in Distance and Raw Distance. Precision is 1 indicates that all features selected are the same as if we use the whole N instances for selection. When Distance and Raw Distance have values greater than 0, it indicates that the selected results are not exactly the same as that of using N instances. For the two sets of results (Segment and Satimage), we note one interesting difference between the two that ReliefE is, in general, worse than ReliefC for Segment in Distance Measure. It can be observed in all three versions of Relief that the more instances used, the better the performance of feature selection. A similar trend can also be observed for the Satimage data. It is clear that the two versions of active sampling generate different effects in feature selection. Table 2 presents a summary of performance measures P i averaged over five percentage values P i and 1 ≤ i ≤ 5, i.e., Fig. 3 that shows the progressive trends. Table 2 only provides one number (val Avg ) for each version of Relief (RE, RC, RF) and for each performance measure. In general, we observe that P(RE) ≥ P(RC) ≥ P(RF ) where ≥ means "better than or as good as". In Precision, ReliefC has one case that is worse than ReliefF. In Distance, ReliefE has two cases that are worse than ReliefC, and two cases that are worse than ReliefF; ReliefC has 3 cases that are worse than ReliefF. In Raw Distance, ReliefC has one case that is worse than ReliefF. It is clear that for the 12 data sets, ReliefE is better than or as good as ReliefC with two exceptions in all three measures; and ReliefC is better than or as good as ReliefF with four exceptions in all three measures. The unexpected are (1) ReliefE does not show significant superiority over ReliefC; and (2) in a few cases, ReliefE performs worse than ReliefC as shown in Table 2 and Fig. 3 , although ReliefE uses both feature values and class information to partition data. ReliefE and ReliefC can usually gain more for data sets with more classes.
It is different from the results demonstrated in
The two versions of active sampling incur different overheads. As discussed earlier, between the two, the extra cost incurred by ReliefC is smaller -its time complexity is O(jN ). Time complexity of entropy-based partitioning is O(kN log N ) which is more expensive than O(jN ) and usually k j, where k is number of features. However, the additional costs for both versions incur only once. Because for 8 out of 12 cases ReliefC is better than ReliefF, with its low overhead, ReliefC can be chosen over ReliefF for feature selection. In ReliefF, it takes O(N ) to find the nearest neighbors; using signatures, it costs O(log N ) for ReliefE to do the same. Therefore, the one-time loss of time in obtaining signatures can normally be compensated by the savings of at least m times of searching for neighbors. In addition, as an example seen in Fig. 3 (Segment Data), ReliefE and ReliefC using 10% of the data can achieve a performance similar to ReliefF using 50% of the data in terms of Distance and Raw Distance.
The three performance measures are defined with different purposes. For feature selection, in effect, Precision is sufficient as we do not care about the ordering of selected features. Many cells have value 1 in Table 2 for Precision measure. This means that for these data sets, the feature selection algorithms work very well -the usual smallest percentage (P 1 = 10%) can accomplish the task: in order to have the average value to be 1, each P i in (
should be 1. Similarly, we can infer that when the average Precision value is very close to 1, it indicates that active sampling can usually work with a smaller percentage of data. Since Relief is a ranking algorithm, when it selects features, it provides additional ordering information about selected features. When the value of Precision is 1, it does not mean that the orders of the two feature subsets are the same. We can further employ Distance (with a threshold γ for selecting features) and Raw Distance to examine whether their orders are also the same.
Concluding Remarks
In order to maintain the performance while reducing the number of required instances used for feature selection, active feature selection is proposed, implemented, and experimentally evaluated using a widely used algorithm Relief. Active sampling exploits data characteristics to first partition data, and then randomly sample data from the partitions. Two versions of active sampling for feature selection are investigated: (a) ReliefC -stratification using class labels and (b) ReliefE -entropy-based partitioning. Version (a) uses only class information, and version (b) splits data according to feature values while minimizing each split's entropy. The empirical study suggests that (1) active sampling can be realized by sampling from partitions, and the theory of stratified sampling in Statistics suggests some reasons why it works; (2) active sampling helps improve feature selection performance -the same performance can be achieved with fewer instances; and (3) between the two versions, in general, ReliefE performs better than ReliefC in all three measures (Precision, Distance, and Raw Distance).
